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. This is a report of a conference,held to discuss
maintaining pease in outer space. Nineteen npace spec,ialistd
participated,in the conference. ToPics discussed were recent
technological developments,-international cooperation for peaceful
uses of outer space, prevention of weapons in space, and the future
role of the United Nations: The report's conclusion states that the
space age is moving away from the era of spectaculars. AlthOgh
A:leaned space flights still occur, thefmdre routine applications\of

,t.spaCe technology to earth.systemt'hgve.a more direct effect on our
lived. Similarly, the space.agelhap moved from an ert of seemingly
insurmountable technical problems-.to'a time when human, economic, and
political issues may pose the greatest impediments to spice progress.
Chief among these is the lack of national will'to assign high
priority to 'managing space matters. Recommendations of the conference
include the following: (1) Gnvernments need to devote more resources
to peaceful List's of space; (2)\All nations need to assess their
national needs and priorities regarding space; (3) Further study
needs, to be conducted of ways to apply advanced technology to basic
needs.; (4) United ,States-Soviet talks On antisaiellite and.other
space weapons should be resumed; (5) Attempts should be made to
reduce institutional rivalries,'a problem that exists throughout the
United Nations; and (6) Funding fot the UN Secretariat's 'outer Space,

Affairs Division (OSAD) should be increased. (RM)
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United Nations of the Next Decade
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Convened June 19-24, 1982
'in Cooperstown, New York USA

The space age is moving away from the era of the spec-
taculars. While exciting manned space flights still occur,
it is the more routine applications gf space technology to
earth systems.that have a direct dlect on our lives.

SiMilarly, the space age has moved from an era
when huge technical proi, s sitemed insurmountable
to a time when huMan, economic, and political babes
may pose the greatest limpeftvetb to space progress.
Advances in spfice Wmotogy haye raised new, previ-
ously undreamed of, contntiversies between peoples
and nations on earth. Space offers greet opportunities to
improve the hunkin condition; it alsopresents new dant
gers. . /

Meeting 'in the quiet village sof New



York, USA, 19 space specialists were able to escape the
daily .pressuvs of their jobs for an informal, but concen-
trated, discussion of these issues. After a review of re-
cent technological developments and some tentative
predictions for the next decade, the group moved to the
uestions of international cooperation for peaceful uses

& of outer space, preventing weaporuzation of space, and
fmally, the future role of the United Nations in space
management.

Following are brief excerpts from the major sections of
the discussion. Background and rationale for each rec-

'ommendafion are 'provided in the rapporteurs' report
that begins on page 19.

International Cooperation for Peaceful Uses
of Outer Space
The Second UN Conference on the Exploration and
Peaceful , Uses of; Outer SpaCe, UNISPACE 82,
scheduled tfor August 1982 offers the opportunity to
consider tHe needs.Of the whole world as they relate to
space Participants urged nations to seize the opportun-
ity. There was clear consensus that UNISPACE 82
shoula not be the ehd of the road in working toward
peaceful uses, but rather a time for rededicated efforts to
realize the potential, benefits of space. 'Among the
suggeshons for UNISPACE 82 and beyond:

1 Governments need to devote more resources to
peaceful uses of Space. UNISPACE 82 can act as a
springboard for inspiring governments to devote
more financial apa lwman i'-ksources to the peaceful
uses of opter 44ace.

2. All nations 'need to assess their national needs and
priorities regarding space. In 1985 and 1987 the In-
ternational Telecommunication Uni9 (ITU) will hold
a world conference at which time allocations of the
radio frequency spectrum witli regard to the geo-
stationary orbit will be detelnined for the next
hyenty years. UNISPACE 82 should urge delegates
tut carry' home the message that now is the time
to begin planning for the ITU conference.

3 Further study needs to be conducted of ways to
apply advanced technology to basic needs.

4 More attention should be devoted to controlling
space junk UNISPACE 82 should encourage the de-
sign of launch and space vehicles that leave less de-
bris

2 5



Preventing Weaponization of Outer Space
Given the dangers posed by weaponization of space,
there was strong sentiment for quick resumption of
bilateral as well as multilateral arms control talks Sev-
eral suggestions were proposed on ho o prevent
space weaponization.

1 Agreements are needed to confirm ndnaggression in
space and to ban development, testing, and deploy-
ment of arms directed against space systems on earth
and in space.

2 Many nations are, not party to a rukmber of arms cOn-
tml agreements, including the limited test ban, the
Non-Proliferation Treaty, the outer space treaty, and
the moon treaty which have implications for space.
Nonparty nations should be pressed to join, while
simultanenus efforts are made to negotiate new
agreements.

3 VNISPACE 82 should include discussion of the
threat posed by weaponization without diverting the
conference focus from the peaceful uses of space.

4 TIn Committee on Disarmament (CD) and ther UN
Committee on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
(COPUOS) should meet jointly to discuss weapons
in space. There was consensus that such a proposal
would speed up the negotiating process.

.fr.

5 The General Assembly may _want to strengthen
machineryeven to the point of establishing a spe-
cial groupto deal with disarmament in space.

6 US-Soviet talks on antisatellite and other space
weapons should be resumed

Future Role of the United Nations
All participants agreed that COPUOS and its Legal and
Scientific and Technical Subcommittees should remain
the focal point of UN activities in space High marks for
efficiency were given to the UN Secretariat's Outer
Space Affairs Division (OSAD).

Several suggestions were offered on ways to improve
the effectiveness of COPUOS, OSAD, and the various
specialized agencies that deal with outer space matters.

1 Funding for OSAD should be increased.

2 Attempts should be made to reduce institutional
rivalries, a problem that exists throughout the United
Nations.

6 3



3. Every effort should be made to. fill vacancies with
technically qualified-people. Special attention should
be given to finding people who-iaave had practical
experience in applying space technology.

4. The work of the Legal and Scientific and Technical -

Subcommittees should be examined to ensure that
they support but do not duplicate each other's ef-
forts.

5. Small working groups, prhaps meeting indepen-
dently of the Subcommitteks, might be useful.

6. The Scientific and Technical Subcommittee heeds to
be strengthened.

7. The consensus rule; used by COPUOS and its Sub-
committees, though difficult at times, should con-
tinue as the primary way of doing business or be
amended only after very careful consideration.

8. Some procedure needs to be established so that,
when all efforts to reach agreement have failed, an
item can be removed from the committees' agenda.

The Stanley-Poundation
420 East Third Street
Muscatine, Iowa 52761 LISA
Telephone 319-264-1500
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Maintaining Peace in Outer Space
Four years ago our Thirteenth Conference on the United
Nations of the Next Decade considered "Cooperation or
Confrontation in Outer Space." Several of you were
there. We discussed numerous technical, legal, and

. political factors affecting the peaceful uses of modem
technology in outer spate. We examined the current and
potential military uses of outer space and their related
hazards. We urged holding a second UN conference on
outer space no later than 1983.

We meet again just prior to the Second United
Nahons Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space (UNISPACE 82) which convenes in
Vienna on August 9. Our topic is "Maintaining Peace in
Outer Space." UNISPACE 82 will be our primary focus,
but we must look beyond it and consider how the world
community can meet the urgent need to better manage

. both the peaceful and the military uses of outer spaces

Our 1978 conference report contains a statement
which seems an appropriate charge to this conference,
as well as to UNISPACE 82:

The United Nahons and member states should use
opportunities afforded by the second UN conference

...i Ion spacej and its preparatory work to review
progress in the peaceful uses of outer space, deter-.
mine ways in which the benefits of space technology
can be brought more fully to all peoples and nations,
and take measures to assure that outer space remains
a peaceful environment and a part of the common
heritage of mankind.

The opportunities and risks are immense. Confer-
ence participants urge all nations to utilize and
strengthen the mechanisms of the United Nations,
andlo order their national priorities towards peaceful
uses, to the end that peace, order, and equity will
prevail iii outer space.

Progress
Review of outer space developments in the last four
years leads to a disturbing conclusion. Technological
progress is outstripping efforts to manage and control
outer space by a wide, wide margin. ,

Technological advances in communicahon and ser-
vation satellites, manned and unmanned space ve cies,
space shuttles, antisatellite and other Weapons coOinue

12. /9



at An amazing rate, -Yet little dgreement on the legal
facets of space matters has been achieved and appro-
pnate iMernational treatiss to assure peace, order; and
equity-in outer space have nor been drafted, let alone
adopted.

. Governments and industries commit .huge amounts
of money and human +resources to apparatus and
mechanisms- for the peaceful uses of outer space.
Development of antisatellite and other space weapons
has become part of the.arms race between the United*
States and the Soviet Union; neither money nor human

,resources are lacking. On the other hand, the resources
devoted to strengthening the mechanisms of the United
NatiOns to manage and control outer space are patheti-
cally small. Moreover, most nation states have little in-
terest and less money fig space-relattd Matters.

These unpleasant realities nevi to be in our minds as
we begM our deliberations on "Maintaining Peace in
Outer Space" and should be uppermost in the minds of
the delegates as they asserntile at UNISPACE 82.

UNISPACE 82
The iirst UN conference on 'outer space Was in 1968; a
year after the Treaty on Ptindples Governing the
Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer
Space, Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies
was adopted. .The United Nations deals with outer,
space matters in the ceneral Assembly, the Committee
on Peaceful Uses of. Outer Space (COPUOS) and its
Legal and.Scientific affel Technical Subcommittees, and
the Outer Space Affairs Division of the Secretariat.

UNISP'ACE 82 will be attended by representatives
from many nations and from several UN organizations,

, specialized agencies, and interested intergovernmental
and nongovernmental organizations. COPUOS, chaired
by Ambassador Peter Jankowitsch of Austria, with the
assistance of the Conference Secretariat', led by Profes7
sor Yash Pal of India, has served asihe Preparatory
Committee. The Sdentific and TIEhnical Committee,
chaired by Dr. J. H. Carver of Autrralia, and the Legal
Subcommittee, chaired by Ambassador Eugeniusz
Wyzner of Poland, have discussed and reportedl on the
major UNISPACE 82 agenda items. Many member
states have submitted background papers to the Confer-
ence Secretariat. -1*
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. The provisional agenda of UNISPACE 82 emphasizes
(1) the state of space science and technology, (2) applica-
tions of space science and technology, and (3) interna-
tional cooperation and the role of the United Nations.
Ms agenda addresses the many, ways space science and
technology may be used to benefit tiumankind, taking
into account "present and foreseeable national and in-
ternational programmes:"

Issues
UNISPACE 82 will deal with sUch varied issues and
problernS` as: ttie use of space technology for education, ,

remote sensing,, direct broadcasting, meteorology,
communication, navigation, and transportation. In ad-
dition, the use,Of manned space stations for manufac-
turini research, and solar power generation will be
discussed. Problems related to the geostationary orkit
and safety in outer space will be cOnsidered ,The role of

the United Nations in the peaceful uses of outer space
will be discussed with emphasig 9n assuring benefits of
outer space to all nations, 'whatever their stage of de-
velopinent. .

All Of these agenda items are important. They have
been the subject of ongoing study by COPUO and its
two subcpmmittees. UNISPACE 82 provides the oppor-
tunity to increase consensus on both the technical and
The legal aspects of these matters. Because you are well
aware orthe background of these issues, I lyilivforego
further comment on them and focus my rerrarks on one
important issue missing from UNISPACE 82's agenda
and on another issue which seems to be inadeguately
emphasized.. The, provisional agenda does not address
questions concerning the militafy uses of outer.space or
ways to prevent space from becomink, a future battle
area. However, weaponization of outer space will
certainly be raised in the generaVebate. If outei sp*e is
to remain peaceful, weaponization must be dealt with
forthrightly.

. I believe that. mana,gement f Outer space is in,-
adequately emphasiied in the UNISPACE 82 ,agenda.
Examining the future role of the UnitedNationeoin the
context of -international Cooperation, iS nOt enough.
Outer space management deServes more attention.

Outer-Space Weiponization
The research programs of the United 'States anlk the

1 A
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Soviet Union are propelling the world closer and closer
to the realization of space warfare emulating the gotn-
-puterized electronic games which are sucB a rage
today. The message is clear: prevent weaponizatipn of
Outer space now or forever rue the failure to db so.
There is no eater threat to the peaceful use of outer
space.

Some military uses of outer space can add security
and reduce the likelihood of a major war. Both the
Soviet Unionmitahe United States use satellites, for
early warning agInst nuclear attack, for communication
among military units, for navigation, and for gathering
intelligence regarding each other's military activities.
Satellites are essential to the national verificatign
systems the superpowers use to Woriitor each othrr's
conformance to arins limitation agreements. Sual 'uses
of outer space are largely beneficial.

Moreover, greater use of satellites for verification of
future disarmament measures is inevitable. -The world
must, if it is to survive, progress towards general md
complete disarmamentthe ultimate objective stated in
the Final Document of the UNT First Special Session on
Disarmament! This will requirrnteinational, as wellas
national, verification mechanisms including satellites.

The potential military uses of outer spaceamied
space- station's, weapons in fixed orbit, antisatellite
weapons, and ground-based and space-based laser and
particle beam weaponsare frightening. Both the
United States and the Soviet Union are committing vast

".4 amounts of human and financial resoufces to research,
develop,- and test these weapons: The impressive US
space shuttle program has been largely taken over by
the military: In the words of Dr. James Van Allen, "The
military use of the shuttle is going to dominate while
civilian uses will be minor." No doubt there is a
comparable military domination of the Soviet space
vehicle program.

Resolution 1962, unanimously adopted in 1963 by the
18th UN General Assembly,.called on all states to refrain
from introducing weapons Of' Mass destruction into ,

outer space and welcomed Sdviet and US statements
renouncing such intentions. The 1%7 outer spaCt_
treaty broadened these principles and banned the,'
stationing of nuclear and other weapons of Mass
destructton in outer space and forbade the use of the'

12 15
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moon or othet celestial bodies for Inilitary bases,
weapons tests, Or military maneuvers.

,,
The time has come to build on these historic indasures

and seek early agreement:

to prohibit ,the testing, deployment, and use of
space-based or ground-based weapon systems de-
signed fiNia_mage, destroy, or interfere NifYith the
functioning of the sPacecraft &any nation and

Lolprohibit 401e stationing in orbkt, on celestial bodies,
''' or elsewhere in 'outv space of weapons'tlesigned to

inflki injury or damage on the earth, in the atmos-
phere, or on objects launched into space from earth,

Such prohibitions should be formalized in an extension
of the outer space treaty or a new treaty.

-Until recently, the United Nations had little reason to
be concerned,. about militarization of outer space. The
threat of weaponization has changed everything. How,
can UNISPACE 82, or any other gathering concerned
with peaceful uses of outer space, avoid confronting the
mounting threat of weaponization? ,

Outer Space Management
Policy, space law, and machinery are necessary to
adequately Manage outer spate. Policy is well stated in
Resolution 1%2 and the alter space treaty. Outer space
is to be used_for the benefit of humankind in the In-
terests of peace and international cooperation.

EstabOhing international space law consistent with
this , objective requires treaties or conventions. In
addition to the 1967 outer space treaty, four other UN
documents codify ;ome facetA of outer space law: the
Agreement Regarding Rescue and Return of Astronauts
and Objects (1968); the Convention Regarding Interna-
tional' Liability fOr Damage Caused by 'Spaee Objects
(1972); the Convention on Registration of Objects
Launched tnto Outer Space (1976); and the Agreement
Concerning the Activities of States on the Moon and
Pther Celestial Bodies (1979):,

Despite these encouraging beginnings, much remains
to be done. Early definition and/or delimitation of outer
space is critically needed. Principles of law governing

,. such issues . as geostationary orbit, remote sensing,
direct television broadcasting: and miter space safety

,

,
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'mUst be develotied. Legal principles will-be needed to
govern space stations. The need to supplement the 1967
outer space treaty with provisions to prevent weaponi-
zation.has already been mentioned. With the exception
of weaponization, these matters are being dealt with by
COPUOS and its Legal Subcommittee, but the process
should be expanded and a&elerated.

Machinery, including institutions and procedures, is'
essential f6r tbe increasingly complex task of managing
outer ispace. There is a compon tendency to undr-
egtimate the importance of machinery and .t6 assume_
that once there is national will, outer space management
will rake care of itself. However, even the implementa-

- tion of the agreed space prindples requires adequate
machinely and the codification of outer space law would
be significantly aided by stronger UN machinery..

Ctirrenq, UN management of outer space is handled
by tile small, inadequately financed Outer SpaceAffairs
Division .of the Secretariat, although .other units of the ,
Secretariatthe UN. Centre for Natural Resources,
Energy and Transportfition, ,and the UN Office of
Science and Technologyare somewhat involved. In
addition, a number of UN-affiliated organizations are
involved in various facets of uter space: the Interna-
tional Telecommunication UniOn (ITU); the World
MeteorOlogical Organization (WM0); the United Na-
tions Educational, Sdentific, and Cultural Qrganization
(UNESCO); the Food and Agricultural Organization of
the United Nations (FAO); the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO); the Inter-Governmental
Maritime Consultative Organiiation (IMC0); the Inter-
national Bank for Reconstruction and' Development
(World Bank); and the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA).

In 1978 our conference partidpantconcurred that the
Outqr Space Affairs Division should .13e strengthened
and provided with increaSed staff andipreater budgetary
support. They were also concerned with the adequacy
Of coordination of the: various UN-affiliated organiza-
tions. Should not 1.1NISPACE 82 strongly endorse '
strengthening of the Outer Space Affairs Division and \.

improving coordination among involved agendes?

Machinery to help prevent weaponization of outer
space should be another concern of UNISPACE 82..
Must COPUOS continue to maintain a hands-off policy,

. 14 1.7
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leaving this subject to the whims of the superpowers
and the UN multilateral disarmament mechanisms?
How may IN machinery deal more effectively with the
military aspects of outer space? What linkages should be
built between the historic emphasis on peaceful uses of
outer space and arms control and disarmament?.

Looking further ahead, as is 'appropriate for a
conference deMing with the next decade, is it not time
to seriously consider establishing a UN 'outer space
°agency?. The w6ild compunity is addressing the
problems of using the oceans and must similarly protect
outer space. as our comrnOn heritage. Ultimately, there
muSt be a body bf outer space law codified by treaties to
govern all uses of outer space. Must there not also be an
agency having sufficient autonomy, authority, 'and
financial, support to administer outer space law and
handle the operational.facets of managing outer space?
An outer space agency could perform many of the
functions now handled by the Outer Space Affairs
Division and assume some of the functions handled by
5pecia1ized agencies. UNISPACE 82 would do well to
prepare for the creation of such an agency.

Obstacles .
With rare exception, national leaders desire peace,
order, and, equity in outer space. Why, then, is the
world community so slow to take ,the necessary steps
and forge the required machinery to ensure that these
ends are achieved? I suggest four reasons, each of which

,constitutes a major obstacle to outer space progress.

One reason i4 the inadequacy of knowledge and
understanding of outer space technology. Most nations
fail to appreciate its enormous potential .benefits, the
complexities of using it, and the hazards of failing to act
promptly to control and manage it. The result is that
outer space is not considered a high-priority item.

The traditional pattern of completely separating
peaceful uses and military uSes when dealing with outer
space is a second obstacle. The major military powers
encourage this practice; military uses are viewed as
bilaterakrather than multilatelal issues. So far, the world
community has tended to accept this view. -

Undue concerns for national sovereignty is a third
reason, one that constitutes a mighty obstacle e to
progress on outer space matters. Nation states are
deeply loCked into the concepts and the prOtocol of the

le
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centunes-old nation state international politidal system.
They are reluctant to ccept international guiaance and
management of outer space activities. They find it hard
to make necessary compromises and harder still to give
up perceived near-term gains to their own country in
favor of the longer-range advantages and benefits to all
nations that yould arise froin -effective outep space
managemeht: , -

The final reasOn is the lack of.suffi.cient dynamic and
progressive leadership capable of acklerating progress
on outer space matters. Strting, effective, and innova-
tive leadership is essen *al if the other obst4cles are to be
overcome. A more frrful constituency fol. such leader-
ship is needed.

Criteria for Success
UNISPACE 82, as the largest gathering of fepresenta-
fives of nation states and international organizations
concerned with outer space, will provide a unique
opportunity to stimulate efforts to manage outer space
for the benefit of humagkind. Provided it surmounts the
obsfacles now impeding progress, UNISPACE 82
should enhance interest, crystalize policy, and stimulate
action. What must happen if UNISPACE 821s to be
considered a success? I suggest four criteria for making
this judgment.

First. Will UNISPACE 82 substantially increase consen-
sus on the scientific, technical, and legal 11,)roblems

associated with the issues COPUOS and its subcommit-
tees have studied for years?

Second. Will UNISPACE 82 stimulate multilateral, as
well as bilateral, action to prevent weaponization of
outer space?

Third. Will UNISPACE 82 set the stage for strengthen-
ing and enlarging UN machinery to manage both the
near-term and long-range problems of outer space?

Fourth and most basic. Will UNISPACE 82 impress
nation states with the urgency bf intensifying efforts to
manage outer space and broaden both governmental
and nongovernmental constituendes supporting such
efforts?

Success will be measured by action, not rhetoric'.

19
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Conclusion
Today outer space is the world's last common heritage.
It is infinite and eternal. Humankind will gain the
greatest benefits from outer space if it is placed securely
un4er global control'. Care must be taken lest outer '

space suffer a fate similar to that of ocean spacea sadly
depleted heritage. Unlike the oceans, segments of outer
space have not been claimed by nation states. Unlike the
oceans, outer space has neither a long histoy of uSe nor
important known resources currently vital to the
economies'of nation states.. .

.Nevertheless, nation states are chipping away at this
common heritage. They cannot agree on he definition
or delimitation of outer space. The United States and the
Soviet Union want to deal bilaterally wi h the military
aspeds of outer space. Equatorial states want to asseli
sovereign rights in connection with the geostationary
orbitAndustrial nations want a free hand in the future-
exploitation of the resourees of the moon.

Now is the time to firmly and legally establish outer
space as A' coupon heritage Of the wprld community.
Lethargy arid alay will allow the opportunitrito escape.
Significant progress on policy, law, and machinery must
be maintained and furtIt r astionmust be sound.

May our deliberations here produce kieas and rec-
ommendations for UNISPACE 82 that will contribute to

6

more effectiv&paanagement of outer 'space in the
common interests of mankind.

i
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Jeff Martin
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Anita DeKock
Rapporteurs

The rapporteurs prepared this report following the con-
ference. Participants neither reviewed nor approved the
report, therefore, it should not be assumed that every
participant subscribes to all recommendations, observa-
tions, and conclusions. The views contained are not
necessarily those'of the Stanley Foundation.
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Maintaining Peace
in Outer Space

Introduction
To the people of Cooperstown, New York, as to most
people around the Nor ld, space is a television adventure
story. Every few months astronauts and cosmonauts are
sent into this vast vacuum to conduct experiments, play

-games, arid eventually return triumphantly to earth.
Television brings the drama to our homes.

To the participants at this conference, however, space
is a challenging field of interest because what has hap-
pened between those TV spectaculars is, in a way, a
much more exciting story. Scientists, by applying the
lessons they have learned from operating in space, have
developed space assisted systems to improve communi-
cations, aid navigation, predict weather, gather scien-
tific data on earth's processes and condition, and much
mOre. Few Cooperstown residents are aware of the ex-
tent to which they live in a space assisted world.

Coincidentally and inevitably, the advances in space
technology have raised-new, previously undreamed of,
controversies between peoples and nations on earth.
Space offers great opportunities to improve the human
condition; it also presents new dangers.

The problems which divide nations on earth are coup-
pounded when extended to space. By itself space
technology does nothing to alleviate hundr, to reduce
the disparity between rich and poor nations or rich and
poor people within nations, or to lessen the chances of
war.By providing a new vehicle, it does, however, offer
the importunity for nations to work together on new
approaches to these problems.

H6w will the world community respond to space?
Will cooperation toward peaceful and constructive ends
be the predominant mode of operation? Or will confron-
tation be the order of the day? Will' space become just
another battlezone, another theater of operations in
which nations continue to fight over their differences
rather than emphasize their common rights?

The United Nations long ago established two units to
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encourage a course of peaceful cooperation. They dre
the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
(COPUOS), a committee of the General Assembly, and
the Outer Silace Affairs Division (OSAD), a unit of the
Secretariat. COPUOS has been pteparing for a world
conference on peaceful cooperationUNISPACE
82to be held in Vienna, August 1982. Participants at

'this Stanley Foundation. conference applaud COPUOS
and OSAD for their efforts and for the remarkable de-
gree of consensus they have achieved as they start the
conference.

A
Efforts to encourage peaceful cooperation must hot

end with UNISPACE 82. The probability that weapons
will be placed irit space looms larger everyday. Partici-
pants gathered in quiet little Cooperstown to consider
how' cooperation in space can continue beyond UNI-
SPACE 82, how space can avoid becoming a battlezone,
and how the United Nations can help achieve these
ends. . , ,.

ct_

Recent Technological Developments
Participants expressed concern that advances in space
science and technology are rapidly outstripping intorna-
bonal efforts to manage space. Among the more recent
developments cited were: ., .,

f.

1. Advances in sensor te&hfiology. Charged coupled
devices deliver high resolUtion Images fast and at re-
latively low cost.

2. Development of lbw-noise- amplifiers. These units
amplify and thus make useful weak- radio signals
from space. Weak signals might comerfrom distant
space vehicles or lower powered satellites which are
more affordable for developing countries.

3. Space shuttle technology. Reusable launcli vehicles
should, in the long run, reduce the cost of space
transport.

, 4. Plans to launch a space lab. ThisXuropean-produced
capability planned for 1983 launch will enable mis-
sion specialists to conduct experiments in space.

. 5. Development of launch capabilities and increased
space applications to more countries. ,

6.. Development of the ability to locate and track space
junk,--Klebris 4hed by' launch vehiFles or spacecraft.

20 23.
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Sucb capability may become essential to fhe safety of
9 continued Manned or unmanned spate flights.

.
7. New techniques and new applications of technology

in astronomy, .inclirding the use of Very Long
Bak line Interferometry and the greate4:yiSibility of
the 2.4meter space.telescope, may produce new and
remarkable'discoveries.

A

While-acknowkdging the hazards of making predic-,'
tions, individual'participants, looking to the next decade %
and beyond,-anticipate: . .c

1. Large wace stations.

2. 4 Spoce manufacturing.
1

3. Solar porve r from, space .

4. More sophisticated data processing conducte0 on
board spacecraft.

5. More efficient use of the radio frequency spectrum. .

6. Improvements in existing technologies to make space
data available to more nations and their people at a

. lower cost.

Respite the rapid improvements in technology, some
prfficipants worried that great opportunities for scien-
tific advancement may be missed because resources de-
voted to yurely sciéntificlesearch are drying up. Several
participants said that nations are becoming insistent
upon the need for near-term commercial benefit before
investing in space science research; only military space
programs escaee economic justification. More money
is now being sperit on military space efforts than on
civilian programs. .

Most participants agreed that international coopera-
tion on space projects can make them more economi-
cally viable: For example, Canada has benefitted from
participation in the US space shuttle. The European
Space Agency has developed its prograrii using a mix of
assessments and contributions fropt member nations to
finance programs like the Orbital Test 'Satellite' (OTS)

it and the European Communication Satellite (ECS). This
collaborative approach madethe programs economically
feasible. Similarly Intercosmos has stimulated space and
science development 'in Eastern ,European countries
where the ecaibmies of individual nations piohably
would have prohibited space researth. These are just a. .

-

,-
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few examples of cost Savings through cooperation.
Paradoxically, several participants worried that future
cooperative efforts could be inhibited by individual na-
tions' increased emphasis on near-term payoffs. Such
emphasis, it was suggested, raises proprietary interests.
As a result governments which are convinced of an
economic payoff for a particular space program might
ask, "If it's that commercially attractive, do we really
want to sell it?" Thus, one incentive for space coopera-
tion could be diminished.

International Cooperation for Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space
All countries should strive to foster cooperation in the
peaceful uses of outer space. Indeed UNISPACE 82 is
heing convened to further that goal. Years of work have
gone into preparation of the di'aft report; it is hoped that
its numerous.recdmmendations will be adopted at the
conference. UNISPACE 82 should act as a catalyst to
inspire further coopration in the intirests of mainfain-
ing peace and exten4iin g the benefits of space technolz
ogy to all humankin

The convening of UNISPACE 82 is seen as a remark-
able achievement given what most parficipants consider
to be a deteriorating world political climite. The , ten- -
sions. between East and West are well kri4wit 'North-
South frictions are allso high, anctin th realm of space
there is a -struggle for technologically disadvantaged
countries fo keep up with the advances of the space
powers. Some partidipants suggested that multilateral
approaches to many world problems aie increasingly
under attack.

It was oncg hoped that exploring space would lead to
development of a bioader world' view, that men and
women would be-able to see the commonalkty of, their
origins and interests by looking down at the Planet from
on high. To some, it appears that spke technOlogy has
actually widened the gap between have and-have not
nations. Indeed ,the charge was made that developing
nations get little more than a "trickle down" effect from
the applications of space technology.

Not all participants agreed on the degee to which
codperating in space is a problem. Ope suggestea that it
should not be cast as a crisis. This participant noted that
the world community faces numerous difficult issues
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and that space issues have, in many ways, been handled
better than most. However, there was agreement that
improvements needto be made.

General Principles .-,..

Throughout discussions on cooperation and the peace-
ful uses of outer space seyeral themes emerged:

1. Spke technology %oyes ahead rapidly white the
world community's efforts to cope with the efianges
wrought by technology seem to advance at a snail's
pace.

,
. .

2. Space technology is a tool. It is means to accomplish
any number of ends, not an end in itselfi Thus, all
nations, especially developing ones, are well advised
id consider whether'space is always the best, most
economical vehicle for accomplishing their objec-
tives. '

<k'''3. The cost of More ssticated technology is high.
Furthermore, spa .po s ate pressing to make
their space systems approach economic self-
suffidency. The costs-of operating these systetits will
increasingly be Pssed on to users.-

4. In some parts of the world, the privIte sector is be-
coming more and more interested in providing space
services. However, At was noted by several partici-
pants that some functions may never have profit po-
tential. In those cases governments or appropriate
intergovernmental organizations should be prepared
to provide the services whfch they feel are necessary.

5. Space technology is only ii good as the ability of the
people on the ground who use it. The need to train
personnel in the use .pf space systems especially in,
developing countries was consistently urged.

6. S1Pace technology must be put to use in improving
the human condition. If information relayed by satel-
lites tp earth stations never gets beyond the few
people who, man those stations, it will have done
little to make the world better. Thus, it is'ntandatory.

he leaders of developing nations assess the po-
ses of space technology for their countries
Sider the need for the infrastructure which

can carry.the space relayed information to laiger sec-
tions of the population. It is the world community's
responsibility to help develop the infrastructure.
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Space technology is applied to earth in many ways.;
Examination of specific uses of this technology illus-
trates the potential for international cooperation and the
obstacles to achieving ,

Geint"ationary Orbit
Techpology related to the use of the geostationary orbit
(GSO) is advancing rapidly as is the use of the orbit. The
geostationary'orbit is that altitude above the equator at
which satellites appear to be fixedin place -above a spot
on earth. It enables continued ielay of a signal from a
point on earth to the satellite and back to a wider area on
earth. .

At one point the issue of sovereigrity was a major
obstacle to achieving agreement on the use of the GSO.
However, as a result of growing confidence that- they
will not be denied access to the GSO and that they will

alize benefits froth the space programs, the equatorial
sta have lessened eir claim Of sovereignty. Clearly,
the G s 'al treatment and must be man-
aged and used in an itable manner.

The major remaining issues concern crowding. Phyi-
^ cal crowding of the orbit is not yet a serious problem

but could become one if ignored. Frequency crowding
in' the GSO, especially in the Western Hemisphere, is
much- more acute. This type of crowding occurs when
too many radio signals whose frequencies are close to-
gether share too little space. The result is interference.
Participants agreed that some compromise between
a. first-come, first-served appropriation and assigned
allocations of the orbit to individual nations would
be most desirable.

It was suggested that future technological develop-
ment might make it possible to alleviate both Kinds of
crowding. Among the developmentstchight be ,use of
other orbits in some applicationg and expanding and
more efficient use of the radio frequency spectrum.
However, these changes would require new technology
which would likely prove prohibitively expensive for
most developing countries. Some thought that perhaps
the more affluent developed countries should use the
newer more expensive technology,, leaving the less
sophisticated but wholly adequate technology for de-
veloping countries. Others argued against this point cit-

. ing the incredible cost of changing ground systems to
conform to use of newinethods in space. All aareed that
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long-term.projection of the-demands on the GSO would
facilitate planning and, it is hoped, head off potential
problems.

Direct Television Broadcasting
Direct television broadcasting by satellite (DBS) involves
'transmission of televisit pictures by satellite directly to
individual dish antenn e linked to receivers. In some
countries it is considered a potentially important tool for
delivering educational tnaterial to people in rernote
places.

For,more- than ten years, the Legal Subcommittee 9f
COPUOS has been working to thrash 6ut thorny issues
raised by this technology. All but one have been
negotiated in a compromise package. Still in contention
is the statement of principle over whether there should
be free. flow of information across national borders or
whether nations broadcasting into other countries
should receive prior consent from the recipient nation's
government.

The Internotio' nal Telecommunication Onion's (ITU)
allocation of sections of the radio frequency spectrum to
individual nations piaces practicalsestrictions on trans-
national D3S. However, some nations, while accepting
the need for these practical limitations to avoid anarchy
in the radio frequency spectrum, are not willing to ac-
cept a general legal principle setting out restrictions.
They express concern that such a principle would apply
to "spillover"i.e.", the unintentional flow of a signal
broadcast within the initiating country to its neighbor-
ing nations. Advocates of free flow argue that accepting
a principle enunciating prior consent constitutes censor-
ship and would give other nations the right to control
even what they trangmit in their own countries. On the
other hand, supporters of prior consent worry about the
effects of-rich space powers spreading their values and
selling their products in other countries via DBS. They
assert that some control must be exercised over what is
broadcast into their countries.

COPUOS and its Legal Subcotnmittee are stymied in
their efforts to articulate a general principle on this is-
sue. If consensus cannot be reached soon the matter
may be put to a vote of the General Assembly this fall.
Participants thought such a vote should be avoided and
efforts to reach a compromise redoubled. However,

o
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there were mix
a compromise,ii
mined than
sembly.

Remote Sensing
The potential benefits to be gained by using, data
gathered through remote sensing are enormous but the
problems blocking realization of their potential are
perhaps equally large. Remote, sensing data.are used in
a variety of fields: agriculture, forestry, geography,
geology, hydrology, meteorology, and oceanography.
The problems are technical, Organizational, and political
and in many cases are inextricably interrelated: There
are debate& over who should be alloyged access to data
and in what form it should be made available. Clearly,
sensing nations will have the data. Should they make
both raw and processed data available to the sensed
states? What about third party nations? Who is to decide
how much and what kind of data they receive?

Sectuity issues further comPlicate matters. The ability
to focus on smaller and smaller areas from sliace with a
high degree of clarity makes some remote sensing data
potentially useful to the military and so sensed nations
are concerned about release of that material to possible
adversaries.

In the organizational realm, many people see a need
to establish regional organizations through which na- I

tions can 'shire data. This could help alleviate the
rapidly eScalating costs of obtaining dataespecially
processed data. Within countries, particularly develop-
ing countries, infrastructure is'needed to move the data
from earth stations to the people who can use it.

In the technical area there is concern abOilt compatibil-
ity and comparability. Many long-range scientific
studies require analysis of data collected over a number

. of years. Changes in technol. ,ny might provide data
Which is inconsistent and difficiAt to compare. A related
problem is that newer satellites might haye equipment
that makes older earth station gear obsolete thus forting
the earth station operator to reinvest in expensive new
equipment. It was suggested that many of the problems
stem from the fact -that no one readily identifiable body
of users .exists 'for remote -sensing data. The users of
remotesensing data are scattered over a numher of dis'-
ciplines ahd do not foim a cohesive unit with identical

-*or s about the likelihood of attaining
e participants were more deter-

press the issue at the General As-.
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needs. In contrast, a swell-organized communications
ifiduStry exists and is able to articulate its needs and
concerns with reference to space technology.

Several participants supported establishing a user
controlled and financed international organization to
operate a global sensing system. It was aigued that such
an agency coul4 resolve most organizational problems
and alleviate some political difficulties by virtue of hav-
ing both sensed and sensing nationi in the same units

Others argued that the desirability of such an organi-
zation is still questiohable, the practicality of getting the
diverse users togethet is in doubt, and in any.Case the
political climate is not right for such an ambitious under-
taking. One suggested alternative was a global informa-
tion tentera bank into which rembte sensing data
could be deposited and retrieved.

Nuclear Power Sources in Space
Nuclear Power'Sources (NPS) are used in spaCecraft not
bnly forpropulsion of the craft or generation of energy -,
but also in minimal amounts for experimentation:The
use of nuclear power is-as controversial in spac as it is
on ;earth. The primary concern centers on problems
created if and when the§e craft return to earth.

Participants ay' eed that the use of NPS in space is an
area where the United Nations haOlbsponded well. The
Cosmos 954 incident in which a Soyiet satellite carrying
100 pounds of high radioactive Uraniutn,235 descended
from earth orbit wai cited as an example. This was the
first claim under the aegis of the liability convention and
a negotiated settlement ,was reached between Canada
and the Soviet -Union to 'paitially coVer, costs of
search, recovery, and cluanup.

Most participants agreed that early Progress is possi--
blein several areas: registration, notification, search and
recovery, and after the fact assistance.

Safety is the major and overriding concern with the
use of NPS in space. Most thought that the use aPNPS
in low orbits posed much greater risks than their use in
high earth orbits., The distinction, however, between
high and .low earth orbits has yet to be determined.

--A few argued that the balance of benefit and risk does
not justify the use of NPS in low earth orbits. Others,
however, thought that requiring a country to meet a
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direct benefit to risk standard is unreasonable and
wotild in effect outlaw the use of NPS is space.

Many believed that there was a need for international
regulations to control the use- of NIPS. Several partici-.
pants drew a joarallel to the fact tharThere are guidelines
for the use of nuclear power on earth and felt that the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) might have
a role in moditoringthe use of nuclear power in space.'
Verification was cited by several participants as a major
obstacle to establishing guidelines.

Several, questions on the use of NPS remain unre-
solved:

1. Although a registration conventIon exists, it is hon-
ored in only a minimal way. How could this conven-
tion be improved so that more useful information is
on file in ca0 of an incident?

2. In the-area of search and cleanup
Should the affecied state have the right to choose
w* will do the de.anup?
If 40, who is to pay the costs of search and cleanup
not conducted by, the launching state?

Suggestions were offered, on ways to 'alleviate some
NPS priblems.

1. Require ielocadon of NPS satellites to higher orbit
when their mision has been completed.

2. Encourage acceptance of a standard relating the orbit
life of a satellite to the radioactivity half-life of its
NPS. This wonld mean that satellites would stay in
orbit until well after the NPS had lost much-of its
radioattivity.

S. Encourage the use of NPS only when other power
sources are not avilable.

4. llequire ,launching nations to provide the earliest
possible warning to other countries when it is known
that an NPS satellite will descend from orbit.

Navigation
There was clear consensus that navigation satelliteS are
extremely valuable for a vahety of uses, not the least of
which is Asuring safety at sea.

Presently countries avail themselves of the naviga-
tional satellite systems of the Soviet Union and the
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United States. The United' States is in the process of
introducingz highly sophisticated and very expensive
global positioning system, NAVSTAR, -that will have
both military and civilian uses.

The major issue surrounding the use of navigation
satellites is continued ready.access to the systems at no

:àrów.cost. Asguied acces4,can be called into question
-by- the dual nature,- of the existing sys-
tems. Puithet .the movement,to make satellite sygtems
cost effeitlye raises the question of whether some users
could afford- toi use the system even .if access Were
guaranteed. =

some participantg suggested that if developments
warrant-an internationally controlled navigational sys-
tem could be created. It was noted that if the need for

.an alternative ground positioning system were dem-
onstrated the International Maritime Satellite Telecom-
munications Organization would consider establishing
such a system in its second generation satellites.-

General Recommeniations
In matters related to space, as in other issues, national
interests are too often defined with little regard to the
interests of the world community as a whole.

UNISPACE 82 offers the opportunity tb break Out of
that pattern, tb cOnsider the needs of the whole world as
they relate to space. Participints urged nations to seize
this opportunity. There was also clear consensus that
UNISPACE 82 should not be the end of the road, but

, rather a starting point for rededicated efforts to realize
the potential benefits of space. Many suggestions were
offered for UNISPACE 82 and beyond:

1. All nations should assess their national needs and
priorities regarding space. In 1985 and 1987 the In-
ternational Telecommunication Union will hold a
world conference at which time allocations of the
radio frequency spectrum with regard to the geo-
stationary orbit will be determined for the -next
twenty years. All space technology involves the pass-
ing of electronic information between satellites and
earth and.therefore is within the realm regulated by
the ITU. Some say this will be the most ,important
space conference of this century. UNISPACE 82
should urge delegates to carry home the message
that now is the time to begin planning for the ITU
conference.
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2 Governments need to devote more resources to
peaceful uses 'of space. Perhaps UNISPACE 82 can

I act as a springboard for inspiring governments to de-
vote more money and manpower to the possibilities

'. of cooperation in space.

3.. Further study shpuld be made of how advanced
technology can be used torneet simpler needs. Sped-
fically there was a call for more research into how

. low-powered satellites can be used more effectively.
Low-powered satellites clutter the radio frequency
spectrum less and are more affordable to developing
nations.

4. More attention should be devoted to controlling
space junk. UNISPACE 82 should encourage the de-
sign of launch and gpace vehicles that leave less de-
bris. .

Preventing Weaponization of Outer Spate
Participants acknowledged that space is now militarized
but drew -a distinction between militarization and
weaponization. It was agreed that space, is already-used
by the military for sensiug, navigation, communication,
and similar uses which .iseyve to amplify the capabilities
of ground forces. This was seen as an irrefutable and
probably irreversible fact of life. Furthermore, it was
noted that surveillance satellites serve to enhance inter-
national security by providing elly warning and a
means of verifying disarmament treaty compliance:

For purposes of discussion a .definition of space
weaponizatlon wak advanced. WeaponiiatiOn.of space
includes the placement of kill mechanisms in apace or
the practice of hostilities beyO'nd the 'earth's atmos-
pliere. Most agreed that full scale weaponization has not
yet taken place but that it is rapidly drawing closer to
reality..Now is the time to halt plans for weaponization
before a threshold is passed an-d the world is confronted
with space weapons which the military powers will then'
be unwilling to negotiate away. A few participants,
however, questioned the urgency of the situation.

Emerging Weapons Techiplogy
Both superpowers are developing antisatellite weapons
(ASATs). ASATs are inttrided to damage or destroy a
target satellite. Jt is generally known that two types of
mechanical ASATs are being developed. One such sys-
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tern involves ptaCing an attack satellite in orbit next to a
target satellite and then exploding the attack device.
Another. mechanical ASAT is launched from a rocket
mounted on a fighter *t. The jet fires the rocket into ,
space and the rocket in turn carries a device whith
homes in on the target satellite and collides with it,
knocking the target satellite out of orbit or otherwise
damaging it. These two systems are in various stages of
development. Currently only low orbiting satellites can
be hit by them but it was suggested that given enough
time and money either of these systems could be de-
veloped for attacking targets in higher orbits as well.

Research is also continuing on the antisatellite
capabilities of particle beams and lasers. These exotic
technologies face enormous and possibly insurmount-
aable scientific and tech roblems. It was suggested
that these weapons are ecades away from possible
deployment. Some par nts then reasoned that ef-
forts to control weaponization of space should focus on
the more near-term threats posed by mechanical
ASATs. Others argued that while lasers and other exotic
technologies may not look promising now there is still
considerable research being done on them and current
seemingly insurmountable problems might be overcome
sooner than expected.

The disagreement by some participants over the tim-
ing of development for lasers and other exotic space
weaponf should nOt overshadow their basic accord on
the need to quickly begin negotiating agreements to
prevent weaponization of outer space. However, a few
participants did not think the need for negotiations is
urgent. They thought that since practical use of
weapons in space is still sometime off, negotiation of
agreements to limit these devices must take a back seat
to higher priority arms control discussions.

Effects of Weaponization
Most imrticipants agreed that weaponization of space
would prove extremely costly in a number of ways. Ex-
tending the arms race to outer space requires devoting
enormous sums of money to Weapons development and
deployment. A space arms contest, like its earthbound.
counterpart, diverts resources for improving human
services to development of ew ways to kill and de-
stroy.

No one could deny that r4aking early warning and
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surveillance. satellites vulnerable to attack would be
highly destabilizing. Some 'suggested that space
weaponization might require hardening of civilian and
military satellites. If satellites had to be hardened to
make damaging them more difficult it would add to the
cost of the satellite and the added weight would limit
the cargo the satellite gould carry. It was stated by one
participant that the US government sees hardening of
satellites as a real possibility and has displayed ,a will-
ingness to pay for it in at least one instance.

, Many believed that.another effect orWeaponization
would be to curtail peaceful uses of space. It was argued
that developing countries especially, when confronted
with the expense of hardening a satellite and the fact
that no guarantee could be made for its invulnerability,
Would likely curtail their pse of space. Other partici-
pants, pointed out that syeaponization of space would
force nations to maintain terrestial systems to back up
Their systems in space. The expense of maintaining dual
systems would be a strong impediment to continued use
of space. .
The Arms Control Alternative
Earth and space are linked; most people feel hostile acts
in space could neVer be limited to that domain. In addi-
tion, the adverse political climate slowing disarmament
on earth similarly hampers efforts to preven\t space
weaponization.

,

Most participants agreed on the urgency of taking
, steps now to prevent deployment of weapons in space.

They believed that the introduction of weapons in space
is 'rapidly approaching and that preventing weaponiza-
tion of space is more easily accomplished than removing
them once they are in place. Furthermore, it was
suggested that achieving a space related arms control
measure would be psychologically significant and could
have a beneficial effect on.other disarmament efforts.

Multilateral Avenues. The multilateral approach to
disarmament is gaining importance and participants felt
that multilateralism should be applied to space weapons
control as well. The world should not wait for the
superpowers to deal with these issues.

Weapons in space are the subject of two *treaties al-
ready negotiated at the United Nations. The outer space
tteaty carries some prohibitions but it was noted that

I
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there are serious loopholes. The moon treaty which
prohibits weaponization of the moon and other celestial
bodies was completed in 1979. Although it has some
signatories, no states have ratified ittherefore it can-

. not take effect. The temporary shelving of the moon
treaty was seen by many participants as a serious set-
back to preventing space weaponization.

The failure of the United States' executive branch to
subrnit the moon treaty to the Senate for ratification was
cited by many participants as a principal obstacle.to the
world community's acceptance of the treaty. Several
participants thought the treaty's designation of the
moon as "the common heritage of mankind" raised
philosophical opposition in the United States at a time
when'common heritage" relating to Law of the Sea is
an emotiOnal issue. Several participants expressed op-
timism that given time the moon treaty would finally
gain acceptance and take force.

The proper forum for negotiating multilateral disar-
mament agreements relating to space is the subject of
some controversy. Curnt1y, the Committee on Disar-
mament (CD) is charged with this responsibility. While

few. participants said that this is the proyer forum,
others argued that relegating space weaponization
treaties to the CD assured that nothing would happen
because of the CD's already crowded,agenda.

Bilateral Avenues. There was consensus that a bilat-
eral approach to preventing space weaponization
should coincide with the multilateral efforts. It was
noted that the United States and the Soviet Union in the
late 1970s were engaged in negotiations ori a treaty to
prevent an tisatellite weapons. Those negotiations were
halted in 1979.

One participant drew a distinction between dedicated
ASATsthose that are built purely as weaponsand
ancillary ASATsthose devices which have nonweapon
uses`but which could also be used to attack target satel-
lites. This participant drew significant support for a po-
sition that while dedicated ASATs must be banned by
treaty, the ancillary ASAT could be controlled by less

.formal means. Evolution of a series of standard practices
or "itibig.,rof #41td" regarding space vehicles could be
sufficient To e the ancillary devices.

Problems. Many obstacles stand in the way of space
arms control agreements. Some maiptained the need to
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accept economiC and political realities: research on space
weapons creates a great number of jobs and thus im-
pacts on domestic economies.

The most forcefully argued impediment to achieving
agreements, however, was the issue of verification.
Sothe felt that because of the size and nature of space it
would be extremely difficult to verify compliance with
space-arms contra treaties. A bin on tesfing might be,
harat, to verify because some techniques might 'be
appabd in either peaceful or hostile ways. For example,
techniques needed to build stations in space, like co-
Orbiting and rendezvousing, might also be used in de-
velopment of ASATs. Another group of participants
strongly disagreed about the difficulty of verifying com-
pliance. They thought that technology would permit
verification and that the verification issue was often id-
vanced just as an excuse for not proceIng with serious
arms coierol...

Dual Paths. Given the dangers posed by weaponi-
zation of space, there was strong sentiment for quick
resumption of bilateral as well as multilateral arm4 con-
trol talks. There were several suggeshons proposed on
how to advance space weapons disarmament:

1. Agreerherits are needed to confirm nonaggression in
space and to limit development, testing, and de-
ployment of arms directed against space systems on .

earth and in space.

2. Many nations are not party to a number of arMs con-
trol agreements, including the limited test ban, the
Non-Proliferation Treaty, the outer space treaty, and
the moon treaty, all of which have implications for
space. There was consensus that nonparty nations
should be pressed to join. This should be done simul-
taneously with efforts to negotiate oew agreements.

3. UNISPACE 82 is an opportunity to raise the issue of
space weaponization. While there was consensus
that the focus Of the conference should not be di-
rected away from the peaceful uses of space, discus-
sion of the .threat posed by weaponization was
deemed Mandatory by all-but a few participant's.

4. The Cri and COPUOS should meet jointly to discuss
weapons in space. There was consensus that such a
proposal would speed up the negotiating process.
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5. The General Assembly should consider ways to
strengthen machineryeven to the point of estab-
lishing a special groupto deal with disarmament in
space. -

,
6. Bilateral talks on ASATs ind other space weapons

should be resumed. It was suggested by some that an
ASAT treaty would be successful if it simply put a
cap on further developments of these weapons. All
nations, especially those friendly 'with the super-
powers, should press them to return to the negotia-
tions.° ,

Future Role of the United Nations
Most participants agreed that the technkal obstacles to
peacefully using outer space would be more quickly
overcome than either the political or the institutional
problems. With that in mind they turned their.attention
to ways to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
the United Nations both now and in the future. All par-
ticipants agreed that COPUOS a9d its Legal and Scien-
tific and Technical Subcommittck should remain the
focal point of UN activities in space. High marks for
efficiency were given to OSAD. In addition fo its various
functions including servicing the needs of COPUOS and
maintaining the register of objects in space, OSAD ad-
ministers the Progamme on Space Applications which
sponsors and conducts seminars, panels, and work-
shops in the field of space applications.. OSAD also ad-
ministers fellowships for advanced training in space sci-
ence and .technology for individuals from developing
countries.

Several suggestions were offered on ways to improve
the effectiveness of COPUOS, OSAD, and the various
specialized agencies that deal with outer space matters.
1. Attempts should be made to reduce institutional

rivalries, a problem that exists throughout the United
Nations. It is acknowledged that this will be a large
task,

_.

2. Every effort should be made to fill vacancies with
technically qualified people. Special attention should
be given to finding peeple who have had practical
experience in applying space technology.

3. The agendas of the Legal and Scientific and Technical
Subcommittees should be examined to ensure that
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they support bat do noi duplicate each other's work.
4. Small working groups, perhaps meeting indepen-

dently of the Subcommittees, might be useful.
5. The Scientific and Technical Subcommittee needs to

be strengthened. The Subcommittee is no longer the
premier forum for presentation of scientific research
that it once was. Some deleg ti to -the Subcom-
mittee are led by legal or lists rather
than technical expects. Seve estions were of-

, fered as.ways to attract exp,ert ntists to once again
become involved in the Subcommittee and its work:
a. Consider focusing agendas on one or two impor-

. tant issues. i - .

b. Encourage prestigious scientific organizations
such as the Committee on Space Research (COS-
PAR) or the International Astronautical Federa-
tion (IAF) to bold symposia immediately before or
after Subcommittee meetings.

c. Hold less frequent- meetings or meetings only
when needed. (Some urged continuation of regu-
larly scheduled meetings, suggesting that waiting
to meet until after an incident occurred would re-
sult in a politically charged atmosphere which
might predude having a productive session or any
session at all.) .

d. Consider fresh issues about which something can
be done.

,

e. Eliminate or reduce general Idebate. Some
suggested presentation of a written report with a
five minute pral summary. Others felt information
usually given in the general debate might be in-
troduced at appropriate p1ac4s in the agenda.

6. Most felt the consensus rule used by COPUOS and
its Subcommittees, though difficult at times, should
continue as the primary way of doing business or be
amended only after very carefeconsideration.

7. Some proCedure needs to be established so that
when _alLefforts-to _reach_agreement-have_failed _an_
item can be removed from COPUOS' or its Subcom-
mittees' agrndas.

At present the United Nations provides some regula-
tions, support, and assistance in the peaceful pses of
outer space. Some suggested that its role be enlarged to
further 'assist pb-ople in developing their own resources
to help themselves.
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Some participants saw the need at some time in the
future for a space agency to monitor agreements and
activities in space. Others considered such a proposal
unnecessary. In addition it was noted that creating a
new agency would be difficult, especially in the short
term, because the political climate would make achiev-
ing agreement on a charter extremely difficult and
because few countries would be willing to provide
funding.

Severalalternative sources of funding were sugested
for increasing the size or improvfng the effectiveness of
space related UN bodies:

1. Devote some funds from the obligato dget for
expanding UN activities instead of ng vo tary

s contributions as has been suggested.

2. Direct some development funds to space a airs since
space technology has direct and significant s evelop-
ment applications.

3. Let contributions be in kind rather than i onetary
amounts, for example, a country could a ee to pro-
Vide a certain number of scholarghips or expert
studies.

Conclusion
The space age is moving away from the era of spectacu-
lars. Although exciting manned space flights still occur,
the more routine sepplications of space technology to
earth systems have a more direct effect on our lives.

larly, the space age has moved kcim an era of
;(t.ktAmeemingly insurmountable techrlical problems to a time
'whin human; economic, and political issues may pose
ihe greatest impediments to space progress. Chief
among these is the lack of national will to assign high
priority to managing space matters.

LINISPACE 82 will highli&lit the potential of peaceful
international cooperation in space, but that is not
enough. It must not 'be seen as on end. UNISPACE

. should inspire governments to devote more time and
resources to space. It should challenge them to think
hard about how space technology can help meet their
national needs and about how they can then work with
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other nations to achieve common objectives.

Differences among nations exist over some peaceful
uses of space, for example, direct television broadcast-
ing, use of tht geostationary orbit, ,remote sensing, nu-
clear power sources in space, and navigation. None of
the problems are unresolvable if goodwill efforts are
made to address them. Such efforts woulcyx facilitated
by sometimes thinking of long-term global irderests
rather than alwayis thinking only of short-tii*kttional
interests. , -,

.

Finally, UNISFACE should serve to make nations
alVare of the growing threat posed by the weaponization
of space. Space may not be available as a tool to assist
humankind if it is turned into a potential Trzone.

UNISPACE 82 must speak forcefully to \the need to
keep weapons out of space and thus allow international
sooperation on peaceful uses to proceed. National dele-
gations- must depart from UNISPACE determined to,
make this goal a reality.
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These observations were prepared by the chairman,
C. Maxwell Stanley, following the conference. They re-
flect discussion, not Only at this conference, but also
atprior Stanley Foundation conferences.

Transition
Technology has dominated outer space matters since
the 1957 Soviet launch of Sputnik. Governmental ac-
tion, private setor involvement, and public interest
have centered on the amazing scientific and technical
accompliihments in outer space. This is changing. Al-
though technology is still important, economic, social,
and political issues will dominate outer space activities
in the next decade. The Cooperstown diScussions
clearly indicated the increased emphaOs on these fac-
tors:Should this trend continue, decision-making
regarding outer space will beCome more complex and
controversial.

Obstacles
In addition to the several obstacles to outer space prog-
ress mentioned in the Chairman's Statement, another
stumbling block emerged in our discussions. The
negotiation crisis, stimulated by the East-West security
confrontation and the North-South economic Confronta-
tion, and compounded by the fragmentation of interna-
tional cooperation, makes it increasingly difficult for
nation states to conclude treaties or to enlarge coopera-'
tive efforts to achieve common interests. This situation
further handicaps efforts to prevent weaponization of
outer space and to better manage its peaceful uses.

Scientific Research
Economic and military pressures are Curtailing scientific
research in outer space. Funding for purely scientific
exploration is rapidly disappearing. A better balance is
needed.

Human Benefits
Outer space, whether or not it is called a common heri-
tage, is a global province rather than an extension of
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national territory. As such, the world community's ef-
forts tomanage outer space should be measured by how
they benefit the world's people.

st All peoples, particularly those of the developing
/ world, who seek to improve their lot should share in the

benefits realized from the peaceful uses of outer space.
Thetefore, now is the time to prevent weaponization of

outer space and thus assure its availability' for peaceful
uses.

Dedicated outer space advocates view space technol-
ogy as a Means to develop A greater sense of commonal-
ity and world community. They believe that a peaceful,
well-managed outer space will foster peace, order, and
equity, not only in outer space, but also on earth. It will
indeed be tragic-if ecoriomic and military pressures are
allowed to subordinate the peaceful uses of outer space
'which can profit us all.

National Will
From the vantage Of the chair, the able, interested, and
well-infonned group of participants expressed a high
degree of consensus on outer space matters during the
Cooperstown deliberations. Participants generally
agreed on the necessary action pertaining to the peace-
ful uses of outer 'space. They also agreed that preventing
weaponization of outer space is a matter of great
urgency even though this topic received bul minimal
attention and no consensus- in the DrafeReport to 1)
considered by UNISPACE 82.

The participants knew whalshould be aone to main-
, tain peace in outer space and to assure that its uses are

beneficial to the peoples and the nations of the vforld.
Unforttinately, similar consensus does not peevail
among the national policy makers who will be called
upon to implement the actions-recommended by UNI-
SPIKE 82. PoorlyAnformed on the benefits to be de-
rived from peacefully using outer space and the hazards
inherent in failing to assure peace in outer space, na-
tional leaders put off properly managing outer space.
No greater challenge faces UNISPACE 82 than to sOmu-
late national leaders to act before it is too late. They must
be encouraged to give outer space matters the high,
priority they deserve. Outer space management will be
irreparably retarded unless this difficult act of persua-
sion is accomplished.
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United Nati Oils of the Next Decade

In 1945, representatives of 50 nations signed the United
Nations Charter in San Francisco "to reaffirm faith in
fundamental human rights...to promote Social pro-,
gress... to unite our strength to maintain international
peace and security."

Twenty years later delegates from 114 nations con-
vened in San Francisco to commemorate that event.
Upon' the .eve of that symbolic session, C. Maxwell
Stanley gathered respected individuals from 13 nations ,
to discuss the role of the United Nations in the next
decade.

Since 1967, similar United Nations of the Next Decade
conferences have assembled annually under Stanley
Foundation sponsorship. Conference condusions and
recommendations are presented in'a conference report
which is distributed worldwide.

The selection of conference topics and the 'high quality
of participantrhave produced recommendations which
have been of value to governments and to the United
Nations.

Conference sites have been selected to reflect the
international dimension of this conference series and to
promote personal relationships so important to mutual
understanding.

1

15 San Francisco, California, LTISA
1%7 Burgenstock, Switzerland
1968 Pubroynik, Yugoslavia
1%9 Quebec, Canada -
1970 Fredensborg, Denmark
1971 Sinaia, Romania
1972 South Egreinont, Massachusetts, USA
1973 Amalfi, Italy
1974 Vail, Colorado, USA
1975 Baden bei Wien, Austria
1976 Charlottesville, Virginia, USA
'1977 San Juan del Rio, Mexico
1978 Iowa City, Iowa, USA
1979 Porvoo,.Finland
1980 Woodstock, Vermont, USA .-

1981 Warwick, BermUcla
1982 Cooperstown, New York, USA
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Stanley Founds 'on Information

Publitations

Outer space is also the topi of the following free publi-
cations: -

Military Competition in Space. ILenty-Second Strategy for Peace
Conference Report. October 16-18, 1%1, 10 pp.
Cooperation or Confrontation in Øuter Space, Thirteerah United Na-
tions of the Next Detade Conferen e Report. July 9-15, 1978, 52 pp,
Can Spaie Renikin a Peaceful E vironment? Occasional Paper 18.
Hetbert Scoville, J. and Kosta Tsi 's. July 1978, 24 pp.
International Cooperation in Outer Space, Occasional Paper 11. Peter
Jankowitsch. May 1976, 40 pp.

Recent publications on othei topics, also available free of
charge, include:
Multilateral Disarmament: Conspiracy for Common Sense, Occa-
sional Paper 31 C Maxwell Stanle . May 1%2, 36 pp.
The UN Second Special SessiOn o Disarmament and Beyond, Thir-
teenth United Nations Procedures çonfence Report. May 7-9, 1982,
24 pp.

\ Resource Optimization and World eace, Occasional Paper 30. Arthur
H Purcell. March 1%2, 24 pp
Radiological Weapons Control: A oviet and US Peniective, Occa-
sional Paper 29. Victor L- Issraelyai and Charles C. Flowerree. Feb-

/ ruary 19 , 32 pp
/ U5 Trade with the Third World: The Americas; Stake, Occasional

Paper 28. John A tilathieson. Januairy,1%2, 32 pp.
Confronting thi World Food Cris , Occisional Paper 27 Charles J.
Stevens. December 1%1, 24 pp
Planning for Peace or Preparing fo War, A Stanley Foundation Con-
ference Address by C. Maxwell StiIey. December 5, 1981, 12 pp
North-South Mations aid Intemtiona1 Security, Energy and US
Security, US Nonproliferation Strategy, Military Competition in
Space, Future US/Soviet Relations. wenty-Second Strategy for Peace
Conference Report October 16-18, 981, 72 pp.
National Security and US-Soviet R ations, Occasional Paper 26 Wal-
ter C Clemens, Jr. October 1%1, R vised Edition April 1982, 40 pp
The Multilateral Disarmament Proeu, Sixteenth United Nations of

-the Next Decade Conference Repor June 21-26, 1981, 64Aop.
A New International Diplomatic rder, Occasional Parer 24- Tom
Bo-udreau December 1980, 24 pp

Also available:
\Managing Global P blems. C Ma ell Stanley 1979, 286 pp Man-

agement concepts a hed to ma or glbbal problems Hardcover
$12 50, softcover $7 postpaid f the Foundation

.
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Activities

The Stanley Foundation encourages study, research,
and education in the field of international policy con-
tributing to a secure peace with freedom and justice.
Programming reflects founder and President C. M.
Stanley's long-time concern for global security. Stanley
Foundation activities include the following conferences
and publications.

Strategy for Peace. Conference. Meeting in small
discussion groups, some 80 opinion-shapers and
decisiontmakers explore US foreign policy concerns and
recommend actions and policies.

United Nations of the Next Decade Conference.
Convened alternately in the United States and abroad,
this annual conference brings together 25 ambassadors,
secretariat officials, foreign ministry officials, and inter-
national experts from the private sectot to consider UN
problems and prospects.

Unite6Nations Procedures ConferenceCurrent--UN
concerns and organizational procedures are examined
by 25 diplomats, secretariat officials, and acadernic
specialists at informal discussion sessions.

Vantage Conferences. A wide variety of Multilateral
and bilateral policy matters are frankly discussed by
closely involved experts on an intermittent basis.

Occasional Papers. Policy-oriented essays by diverse
authOrs are published periodically as Occasional papers.
These papers concern improvement of international or-
ganization or specific US foreign policy issues. Manu-
script submissions are anvited.

World Press Review. This monthly magazine excerpts
and reprints material from the press outside the United
States. Sold by subscription from World Press Review,
230 Park Avenue, New York, New York 1010.

The Stanlei FoundatioW, a,private operating founda-
tion, does not provile grants. Confervice reports and
Occasional Papers are distri,buted -(rte 'of Charge., A
publications list is available. -
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